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In 2020, a group of SEIU Asian Pacific Islander (API) leaders
worked with our International Leadership to get a

commitment to develop and invest in our future API
Organizing Leaders.

 
Through a partnership with The Center For Organizer

Development and support from local leaders who nominated
these leaders, we created the first API Organizing Leader program

in 2021.
 

We are proud to present the 25 API leaders who completed 6
months in their cohort together, and we look forward to their
contributions to the labor  movement and our communities. 

 
 

     
 

"Our Story"



 I am the descendants of 
Grandparents Kim, Kilborn and Oak boon 

and Bill and Dessie Glancy 
and parents Bill and Haeja Glancy

 
I am the smell of 

Mondu and soup, kimchi
 and ramen with cheese and eggs

I am the sound of 
Laughs out loud 

and ocean coming into the shore
 

I believe karma – 
you are what you eat

  
I am Tasha Glancy she/her –

Tasha Tashie Tasha.
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I am the descendants of 
my parents: Usha and Ashok Babaria 
who immigrated to the US 
in the 60s and 70s, respectively.

I am the smell of 
chole 
and masala poori 
or melted butter

I am the sound of 
intense laughter, 
90s hip hop, 
and the crackling of tempered spices

I believe in the power of 
our young folks speaking truth to power, 
holding us all accountable to creating a better world

I am Sejal Ashok Babaria. 
My pronouns are she/her/hers. 
I go by Sejal.



I am the descendant of the Her clan 
from a group of mountain people call Hmong

whose names have been lost 
to the changing seasons and war

 
I am the smell of rice and boil chicken 

with herbs I’ve yet to learn
 

I am the sound of Disney and Korean pop music
 in which my two daughters rise and fall asleep to 

 
I believe in creating a new narrative 

in this place full of inequity 
and believing my children 

and grandchildren 
continuing to sow seeds of equality

 
I am she, her 

and my name is Ua-
it means to do.

my mother believed
I would do great things 

in the midst of uncertainty
 



I am the descendants of 
Alberto and Maruja Guzman 
a lawyer and pharmacist
 
I am the smell of 
a very familiar and 
common filipino 
Pork Adobo dish
  
I am the sound of 
retro 80’s music
  
I believe that 
a team work makes a dream work
  
I am he, him, his and 
my SEIU baptismal name is 
Guzzie
  



 
I am the descendants of 

the Lin and Ouyang family – 
families with big branches 

and long histories 
that I don’t know

 
I am the smell of 

potstickers and cilantro 
that my family makes,

 slightly overcooked
 

I am the sound of 
a full house waking up

 
I believe that 

we have to make 
the moral arc of the universe 

bend towards justice
 

I am Ada Lin, 
she/her pronouns



I am the descendants of the Braga, Ranola, Pilapil, Diaz and Dionisio clan. 
 
I am the smell of Garlic Fried Rice, Kare-Kare, Sinigang, Palabok and Shanghai
Lumpia
 
I am the sound of Classic Rock, Punk, Ska, Grunge and Rock and Roll with a twist of
the eclectic alternative funk thrown and anyone with mind blowing vocals that
penetrate my souls' eye when it is needed.  
  
I believe in being open to the goodness of people. I believe we all have a 
purpose in life that we either have found or we are still searching for. 
I believe  in communication and civil debates. I believe in channeling the
negativity inside me and turning it to something positive. I believe that life and
living is a never- ending learning process, therefore, there's always room to learn
new ideas and ways of doing things. I believe in always fighting for the underdog. 
I believe we all have a voice, and we need to learn to use it well and efficiently. 
I believe in women empowering themselves through book and street smarts as well as
any self-defense class they want to take.
I believe in working together for the betterment of all labor workers.  
 
I am Agnes Braga. 
I was born with my name that is what I want to be called



I am the descendant of land owners, farmers, engineers of Imbo-Abrasaldo Clan. 
 We are from the beautiful Islands  of  Visaya, Philippines.  

 
I am the smell of  taho in the morning 

and the fishball in the afternoon 
in the street of Muntilupa City , 

my hometown. 
The smell of sampaguita in  Sundays at Church. 

 
I am the sound of the hustle and bustle of Manila, 

where I was born and raised. 
The sound of the honking jeepney driver,

 stuck in traffic,  
and the noise of the tricycle.  

The sound of the street band in Philippines in the 90s 
and the sound of Reggae I’ve first heard in the US and fell in love with. 

 
 I believe in love, hope, peace and loyalty.  
I believe in God the source of everything. 

 I believe that life is like a mirror, 
what you give is what you will received. .  

I am She, Her and Hers. 
I am Nadialyn Abrasaldo. 

Also known as Nadia.



I am the descendant of 
Shuk King Yim and Chun Sang Kung. 
My parents are from southern China 
in towns named Tai-san and Shon Shui.  

I am the smell of 
veggie stir fry, miso soup, 
and miso black cod.

I am the sound of Yiruma, 
the pianist from South Korea. 
I am also the sound of Reggae music 
from Bob Marley to Tribal Seeds,
 heavy metal sound from Metallica to Guns & Roses.
Influences from my younger brother never dies.

I do enjoy moments of silence. 
I practice meditation.  
I believe in Karma. 
I believe in justice. 
I believe in the truths.  
I believe in a higher being. 
Just because I am not being watched by you 
and everyone else in the room
 doesn't mean God isn't watching.  

I am Andrew Kung. 
My pronouns are He/Him/His. 
I am a cultural mosaic--
the mix of ethnic groups, languages, and cultures that coexist within society. 



I am the descendants of 
the Nguyen & The Vo, 
an immigrant family 
migrated from Vietnam 
24 years ago

I am the smell of 
freshly cooked 
white jasmine rice

I am the sound of 
sunrise  alternative rock, 
and sunset waves

I believe 
who I meet in this life was a part of my last life, 
and appreciate all things 
that are happening in this life 
whether bad or good
 because all of them are lessons 
to teach me to be better.

My Name is Katelyn Zamora, 
my pronouns is she/her
.



 
I am the descendants of 

Benjamin and Fe, 
Felix, Engracia, 

Jacinta and Maximilliano
 

I am the smell of
 rice and tinapang bangus

  
I am the sound of 

harana and karaoke music
  

I believe in 
our collective power to 

leave the world a better place
  

I am she, her.
 I am Cecille Ceneta Isidro

 
 



I am the descendants of
the people from the hills of 
Southern China.

I am the descendants of 
Vietnam War Refugees from Laos. 

I am the descendants of 
Liaj Cib Lis and Zoov Kuam Xyooj.

I am the smell of 
boiled chicarron and pumpkin vines. 

I am the sound of 
country music and 
peace at my farm.

I believe that 
everyone should have access 
to pursue affordable, 
if not free,
higher education.

I am Moua Por Xiong 
and my pronouns are
he, his and him.



I am the descendants of 
Zuly + Sharbat Khan

 
I am the smell of 

bodega sandwiches & 
my mother's cooking

 
I am the sound of 

hip hop & Pashto music
 

I believe
  the children are our future, 

& we should invest in them heavily
 

I am Zamir Khan,
& I am just a kid from queens, 

 .



I am the descendants of 
Bengali Dutta clan 
from Eastern India

I am the smell of 
polau and curry

I am the sound of 
sitar and tabla

I believe in 
karma and the cosmic law of
harmony

My name is Bobby Dutta, 
and my pronouns are he, him, his.
 
 



I am the descendants of 
the Ongpin clan. 

People of the Philippines, 
who migrated from China to mine gold 

of who became artisans and revolutionaries. 
 

I am the smell of 
Crispy Pata, 

my grandmother’s Sinigang and 
freshly steamed Gai Lan. 

 
I am the sound of 

2000’ Punk Rock Bands and 
Bach’s Cello Suite no. 1 Prelude in G Major 

strumming on a guitar. 
 

I believe in 
speaking up for people 

who felt invisible and 
empowering them to find their voice. 

Leadership sometime means standing alone
for what you believe in. 

 
I am Roy Ongpin 

He, Him, His. 



I am the descendants of 
the Nguyen Dynasty.
 
I am the smell of 
Bun Bo Hue (Sweet & Spicy).
  
I am the sound of 
pop culture hip hop 
and country music.
  
I believe in 
building a community
that reflects how you want 
to live your life.
  
I am a she/her and 
my full name is 
Natalie Thao Ngan Nguyen Woodruff, 
you can just call me Natalie.



I am the descendants of 
Steve and Theresa, of Gloria and Jesus 

who migrated to the US in the 1980s
 

I am the smell of 
Adobo on an average day,

 of Sinigang on a cold day, 
of halo-halo on a hot day.

 
I am the sound of 

Pop Music, 
mostly American pop music 

and Pinoy Pop or OPM
 

I believe in 
the core values of justice, fairness, 

truth and kindness 
that uphold human dignity. 

 
I deeply believe in 

Edmund Burke’s quote, 
“All that is necessary for the triumph of evil 

is that good men do nothing”
 

I am Michael Barreiro, 
pronouns he/him, 

and you can call me Michael 



I am descendants of 
Yoshiwo Watanabe, Mable Watanabe,
Larry Watanabe and Laura Barajas

I am the smell of 
family potluck gatherings 
at my grandparents’ house 
on cold winters 
In Chicago

I am the sounds of 
the Buddhist Temple celebrations
during Chicago summers

I believe in 
equality and fairness 

I am Erika Watanabe 
she/her



I am the descendants of 
people from the highest place on earth, 

the roof of the world, 
Tibet 

 
I am the smell of 

Tsampa, Tibetan barley, 
our staple food, 

organic and nutritious. 
 

I am the sound of 
Bhoe Rangzen, 

which translates to Free Tibet, 
to Free Tibet 

from colonist and communist 
China. 

 
I believe in 

everyone’s right to the preservation and
advancement of their identity.

 
I am Sangay.  

My pronouns are he/him/his
 



I am the descendants of Youth SUM and Ren HOY
two wonderful people in my life
who sees no boundaries if one wants to improve their livelihood

I am the smell of Garlic and Steam Crab Soup 
as we eat to celebrate togetherness, 
I don’t know any mom and pop 
who doesn’t use garlic in their cooking, 
not to mention a delicious Dungeness crab soup 
where I recall seeing at every New Year’s family gathering

I am the sound of the laughter of my kids at home
reminders that no difficult times 
can change how great life is with them a part of it

I believe that we have a colorful life
there’s good and bad, pleasant and rough, 
but it doesn’t matter as long as we don’t lose ourselves 
in the process

I am She/her/Sopheap; a name given by my father/Hoy; 
the last name of my mother/Soph which my organizers call me by/
Sophia used by friends/& Pheap, a nickname my parents gave me
I am Sopheap Hoy and I am very happy to meet everyone here



I am the descendants of 
the Au Yeung family 

that immigrated from 
Guangzhou, China to the US, San Francisco -

where I was born and raised.
 

I am the smell of 
pei dan sau yok jok 

or century egg and pork congee.
 

I am the sound of 
Neo Soul 

(basically the sort of John Legend music feels).
 

I believe that 
when you share your troubles, 

it will be halved and 
when you share your happiness, 

it will be doubled.
 

I am She/Her pronouns, 
Barbara Jiang, 

Barbie, and sometimes Barb.



I am the descendants of 
nomads and displaced refugees of war. 
 
I am the smell of 
thenthuk, mokthuk, and thukpa. 

I am the sound of 
om mad mi padme hum 
(Tibetan Buddhist mantra), 
indie pop, and rap battle.

I believe in 
a world free of prejudices 
where we will burn down to rebuild. 

I am she/her; 
Tenzin Gakyi, 
Tenzin, Gakyi. 



I am the descendants of 
Chinese-Taiwanese, 
and Chinese-Cambodian, 
immigrants, refugees, and academics.

 I am the smell of
 taiwanese beef noodle soup.

I am the sound 
of 90s music. 
Beasties boys 
and Radiohead absorbed from my brothers.

I believe 
race is the modality 
through which class is experienced.

 I am Tim Tia, 
张勤真 
he/him pronouns.



I am a descendant of 
Malay and Aetas

 
I am the smell of 

kalderetang Baka, adobo, pancit
and lumpiang Shanghai

 
I am the sound of pop, 

love songs 
coz I am a romantic person

 
I believe in leading by example,

being honest and transparent to
be an excellent leader.

 
I am a He, Him, His 

and my name is Rexie C Dizon, 
AKA (also known as) 

Rex



I am the descendants of 
My Strong immigrant mother 
who hopped on a plane less than a day 
of finding out she was flying to America. 
A descendant of cooks from Pampanga. 

I am the smell of 
Sinigang and 
Frozen French Bread Pizza 

I am the sound of 
80’s ballads, just the choruses,  
and hyphy music

I believe That 
minds are malleable and 
that we can progress, 

I am Eidref Laxa 
He him his



I  am the descendant of traditional Chinese doctors in Taiwan, a
bicycle factory owner, a diplomat to India, a poet, an opera-like

singer, a powerful Buddhist grandmother, a Shakespearean
professor, and an international American school superintendent.

 
I am the smell of Khaub Poob, the traditional Hmong red curry
chicken lemon grass flavored soup, served over rice vermicelli

noodles, and garnished with green onion, cilantro, and lots of
lime, that my Hmong friends taught me how to cook, that I in

turn, taught my Taiwanese and Nez Perce family members how to
cook.

  
I am the sound oF everything, but especially a cappella music, but

with a beat- like beat poetry, soul, R & B, like Alicia Keys & Beyonce,
hip hop, jazz, pop, classical, and even country-like John Denver’s

“Country Road” sung Karaoke-style from Portland, Oregon to
Minneapolis, MN, to Seoul, Korea.  

 
I believe in intergenerational power— with youth, elders, and the

middle-aged TOGETHER, and that making meaningful
transformational change for our community takes COURAGE,

especially in those moments when you CAN’T BREATHE.  
I am Emily Li-wen Wang and I use she/her pronouns. My name
means pretty flower in Taiwanese, and in English, my parents

named me after Emily Dickenson, the poet.  
 

You may call me Emily or Li-wen.



I am the descendant of world war 2 warriors and survivors of Spanish conquistadors,
Of a woman who wove a parachute into her bridal gown,
Of a teacher who married a lawyer who spoke truth to power,
Red-tagged by an authoritarian,
Murdered by a government of thugs.

I am the smell of beef stew, marinated pork, 
but also of fish,
In the island of the sun ravaged by storms, 
from the future..
Which is Asia

I am the sound of the ocean breeze,
The early morning roosters crowing,
But also of crackling autumn leaves,
And of white snow falling on my brown skin.

I believe in myself, 
I believe in all of you,
I believe in all of us,
That we can,
individually and together, 
that we can be anything
Wherever, 
whenever,
we want to be.

I am a she, 
a her,
a sister, a daughter, a mother.
My name is Niña. 1
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 I am the descendants of 
king of ancient Silla Dynasty

from Southern part of
Korean Peninsula  

 
I am the smell of 

Lilac and 
smell of Kimchi and 

Bulgogi from my mother’s kitchen
 

I am the sound of
 Rain that delivered for free, 

as pure as can be
 

I believe in 
faith and kindness

 
I am Yeon Park, 

she her hers
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I am the Descendants of 
Flordelito Navarra and Carol Cruz 
who migrated here 
from the Philippines 
in the 60’s.

I am the smell of 
Chicken Adobo.

I am the sound of
Old Skul R&B and 
underground hip-hop.

I believe that everyone was born good and 
with a pure heart and
it’s just their experiences that change them.
But those of us who still give off light and 
are shining bright, 
let us be the light 
in someone’s darkness.

I am Christina Calugcugan 
my pronouns are she/her
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I am the descendants of Jose Angeles Jr., 
a guerrilla fighter who fought 

during the Japanese invasion in the Philippines,
who was a labor leader at a later time 

and Emma Rubio, a homemaker.
 

I am the smell of vinegar and soy sauce and fried fish, 
chicken and pork adobo and sinigang na oxtail. 

I am also the smell of sampaguita (Phil national flower),
 dama de noche (flowering plant who blooms and give fragrance during

the night), and kalachuchi.
 

I am the sound of the falling rain 
pitter pattering on my roof and window pane; 

the sound of the gurgling streams behind my parents house; 
the sound of haranas (serenade);

 the sound of Queen; 
the sound of Louis Armstrong singing What a Beautiful World.

 
I believe in Equality for All, Human Rights for All. 

I believe in all of Us and 
I believe in all of You. 

We have to be proud of our contribution how little it may be for the
betterment of this world where we all live in.

 
I am Isabelita Sombillio.

design team



I am the descendants of 
my ancestors from 
taishan, china
of farmers who immigrated to America
to then become a cook and a seamstress 

 I am the smell of
 wonton noodle soup 
on any cold evening 

I am the sound of 
pop, r&B, EDM, kpop
& really any type of music
I can dance to

I believe
that everything happens
for a reason

My name is Susan Li,
李碧丽
She/Her
  

design
 team



  I am the descendants of 
Adelina Nemesio Esther Glyles 

Terri and Silme
 

I am the smell of 
chicken adobo 

lumpia salmon and
 chicken and dumplings

 
I am the sound of

 pop music and R and B 
but also loud voices

 loud laughs and loud sneezes
 

I believe in 
workers rights racial justice 

and empowerment of us all
 

I am she her hers 
my name is Ligaya Domingo
 it means Happiness Sunday 

my family calls me Guya LEGAUYA but 
most people call me LAGUYA
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I am the descendants of 
a proud people 

hailing from thousands 
of islands in a great sea

  
I am the smell of
 Nilaga soup with 

perfectly cooked steamed rice
 

I am the sound of 
Giants and 

don't stop believin'
 

I believe in 
charity and kindness

  
I am Brady, 

Bradyboy, 
BBoy
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"The movement is
contagious and the
people in it are the
ones who pass on
the spirit. " 

Yuri Kochiyama,
Civil Rights Activist

1921-2014


